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Abstract
Multimodal interaction is a way to make user interfaces natural and efficient
with parallel and synergistic use of two or more input or output modalities.
Two-handed interaction is a special case of multimodal interaction that makes
use of both hands in a combined and coordinated manner. This dissertation
gives a comprehensive survey on issues that are related to multimodal and two-
handed interaction. Earlier work in human-computer interaction and related
psychology is introduced within both these fields.
The constructive part of this dissertation consists of designing and building
a group of multimodal interaction techniques that were implemented in two
research prototypes. The first prototype is an object-oriented drawing program
that implements new tools that are controlled with two-handed input. The
second prototype is a multimodal information kiosk that responds to both
touch and speech input, and makes use of touch pressure sensing.
In order to evaluate the success of constructive research, four empirical
studies were conducted to compare the new interaction techniques to the
conventional methods and to evaluate how the users react on them. The first of
the studies compared a new direct manipulation tool to conventional menu and
palette commands. The second evaluation was more informal and determined
how an alternative way of drawing would be used by normal users. The third
study was aimed at determining what is the best input device configuration to
control the new tools. The last study evaluated different touch-based selection
techniques in a multimodal touch and speech based information kiosk.
The need for extensive interdisciplinary research is pointed out with a
group of research questions that need to be answered to better understand
multimodal human-computer interaction. The current knowledge only applies
to a few special cases, and there is no unified modality theory of multimodal
interaction that covers both input and output modalities.
CR Categories and Subject Descriptors:
H.5.2 Information Systems - Information Interfaces and Presentation - User
interfaces: Interaction styles, Input devices and strategies
I.3.4 Computing Methodologies - Computer graphics - Graphics utilities:
Graphics editors
I.3.6 Computing Methodologies - Computer graphics - Methodology and
techniques: Interaction techniques
D.2.2 Software - Software engineering - Tools and techniques: User interfaces

11. Introduction
Human-computer interaction is a field that has developed rapidly in the last
decade. Traditionally, most of the resources of the computer industry have been
directed to developing faster microprocessors and high-capacity storage
devices. For a long time the user was neglected when developing computer
hardware and software. Fortunately, this has changed. Many researchers agree
with Donald A. Norman [1990, p. 210]:
“The real problem with the interface is that it is an interface.
Interfaces get in the way. I don’t want to focus my energies on an
interface. I want to focus on the job.”
A common way to state the goal of getting rid of an interface is to call new
interface prototypes “natural”. The term natural user interface is not an exact
expression, but usually means an interface that is as easy to use and seamless as
possible. The feeling of using an interface can be faded out by not attaching any
interaction devices to the user and by designing the dialogue in a way that
really is natural and understandable for the user.
Graphical user interfaces that emerged in the beginning of 1980s were a great
leap towards user-friendly computing. They provided the user with a common
look and feel, visual representations of data, and direct control using a new
device called mouse together with the older keyboard. Personal computers
were the vehicle for the spreading of these new user interfaces. Apple MacOS,
Microsoft Windows and the X Window System are well-known graphical user
interfaces that have developed slightly better all the time since the introduction
of Xerox Star workstations [Lipkie et al., 1982; Bewley et al., 1983; Baecker and
Buxton, 1987] and Apple Lisa [Baecker and Buxton, 1987; Perkins et al., 1997].
The phrase “direct manipulation” was introduced by Ben Shneiderman
[1982; 1983]. According to his definition, a direct manipulation interface should:
• present the objects visually with an understandable metaphor;
• have rapid, complementary and reversible commands;
• display the results of an action immediately; and
• replace writing with pointing and selecting.
Graphical user interfaces are based on Shneiderman’s principles, and many
people consider mouse-based direct manipulation as the ultimate goal of user
2interfaces. Naturally, other views exist. Among others, Pattie Maes has many
times pointed out some deficiencies of direct manipulation. She bases her
position on the fact that when more and more people are going to use
computers, the machines should be active and not passively wait for the user to
carry out tasks manually using direct manipulation. Maes’ solution [Miller,
1997; Shneiderman and Maes, 1997] is to use software agents that actively
observe the user and carry out routine tasks.
Computer hardware has always been an important factor that has an effect
on all software development. User interfaces are not an exception. Graphical
user interfaces became possible to implement when computer hardware could
produce accurate bitmap displays and there was enough processing power to
interactively manipulate such accurate screen presentations. These interfaces
have developed smoother and their fine-tuning is still in progress. However,
current hardware is much more advanced than the one with which graphical
user interfaces were first implemented. We should be able to come up with a
similar kind of revolution in user interfaces that graphical user interfaces
caused in 1980s.
Multimodal user interfaces are a strong candidate for being the next
breakthrough in building better user interfaces. Multimodal interfaces combine
many simultaneous input modalities and may present the information using
synergistic representation of many different output modalities. The input
modalities can be as simple as two pointing devices, or they may include
advanced perception techniques like speech recognition and machine vision.
The simple cases do not require more processing power than the current
graphical user interfaces, but still provide the user with more degrees of
freedom with two continuous input feeds. New perception technologies that are
based on speech, vision, electrical impulses or gestures usually require much
more processing power than the current user interfaces.
Two-handed interfaces are a special case of multimodal user interfaces. The
need for processing power depends on the kind of two-handed application that
is implemented. Even a simple case, using two pointing devices in a normal
graphical user interface, has been found to be more efficient and
understandable than the basic mouse and keyboard interfaces [Buxton and
Myers, 1986; Kabbash et al., 1994; Zhai et al., 1997]. Two-handed interfaces have
also been found to make three-dimensional virtual environments better
understood and more easily manipulated [Hinckley et al., 1997a; 1997b; 1998a].
Of course, multimodal user interfaces and two-handed interfaces need to be
designed well in order to benefit from them. It has been found that when these
3interfaces are designed poorly they are neither better understood nor efficient
[Dillon et al., 1990; Kabbash et al., 1994]. It is very important that human abilities
are carefully analyzed and understood when these new interfaces are designed.
Thus, careful consideration of human cognitive abilities and motor skills must
be carried out. In addition, empirical tests are necessary to find out how new
interaction ideas perform in reality. To be able to test the ideas empirically we
need to do constructive research to implement research prototypes that
implement the new ideas. This is why I have adopted a constructive and
empirical perspective in this work.
In this dissertation I present a collection of multimodal interaction
techniques. The research papers explain the details of the new interaction
techniques. There are three cases of multimodal interaction techniques. These
are selected examples of possibilities that alternative interaction techniques can
offer to us. The techniques were implemented in two research prototypes, an
object-oriented drawing program R2-Draw and a multimodal information kiosk
framework Touch’n’Speak.
The first technique is based on two-handed interaction and presents a new
tool to align objects in drawing programs and diagram editors. The tool was
designed to be more intuitive and efficient than the conventional command-
based alignment menus and palettes.
The second group of techniques follows from a generalization of the first
two-handed tool and introduces an alternative interaction style for object-
oriented drawing programs. The emphasis in these two cases was in defining
new direct manipulation tools that can replace difficult commands or less direct
ways of performing certain tasks.
The third case of using multimodal interaction techniques is a multimodal
information kiosk that is based on touchscreen input and speech recognition.
There the emphasis was in developing different selection techniques that are
based on time, pressure and direct manipulation. A conversational user
interface with speech commands and speech synthesis was used together with
these touch techniques.
This dissertation provides background for the papers and a literature survey
of multimodal and two-handed interaction. In chapter 2, I begin with the
definition and analysis of multimodal interaction. Next, in chapter 3, two-
handed interaction is discussed as a special case of multimodal interaction.
Chapter 4 introduces the research papers. Chapter 5 discusses the practical
consequences of the presented work and suggests future directions for the
research. Chapter 6 summarizes the work.
42. Multimodal interaction
Despite its many fine qualities a graphical user interface makes quite poor use
of human abilities. Buxton [1986] describes what a future anthropologist might
conclude if he or she found a fully stocked computer store with all the
equipment and software in working order:
“My best guess is that we would be pictured as having a well-
developed eye, a long right arm, a small left arm, uniform-length
fingers and a ‘low-fi’ ear. But the dominating characteristics would be
the prevalence of our visual system over our poorly developed
manual dexterity.”
This example demonstrates many current deficiencies in human-computer
interfaces. If we compare using a computer to driving a car, we can see how
badly the current computing systems make use of the human sensory and
motor systems.
The research on multimodal user interfaces aims at making Buxton’s
anthropologist example obsolete. The goals behind multimodal user interfaces
are to make use of many different abilities that humans have. The emphasis is in
combining different input or output channels in order to make using a
computer more efficient, easier or both. Another way to describe multimodal
interaction is that it can be used to make direct manipulation more direct.
2.1. Defining multimodal interaction
There are two views on multimodal interaction. The first one is heavily rooted
in psychology and focuses on the human side: perception and control. There the
word modality refers to human input and output channels. The second view is
that of the most computer scientists and focuses on using two or more
computer input or output modalities to build systems that make synergistic use
of parallel input or output of these modalities. These two views are discussed in
this section in an attempt to define multimodal interaction. Figure 1 presents a
model for the identification of basic processes in multimodal human-computer
interaction and comprises both views [MIAMI, 1995, p. 2].
5Cognition
”cognition”
Computer
Human
Computer input
modalities
Human output
channels
Computer output
media
Human input
channels
Interaction information flow
Intrinsic perception/action loop
Figure 1. A model for the identification of basic processes in human-
computer interaction [MIAMI, 1995].
2.1.1. Multimodal interaction: a human-centered view
In the human-centered view of multimodal interaction the focus is on
multimodal perception and control, that is, human input and output channels.
Perception means the process of transforming sensory information to higher-
level representations [MIAMI, 1995, p. 15]. A communication channel consists of
the sense organs, the nerve tracts, the cerebrum, and the muscles [Charwat,
1992]. A great deal of research has been carried out on the process of
multimodal audio-visual perception [McGurk and MacDonald, 1976;
MacDonald and McGurk, 1978; Sams et al., 1998]. A talking head, three-
dimensional animated human-like figure using speech synthesis [Parke and
Waters, 1996], is an artifact that combines both visual and auditory computer
outputs to create a multimodal audio-visual stimulus for the user.
In this view the concept of modality is tightly coupled with human senses.
Silbernagel [1979] lists the different senses and their corresponding modalities
that are shown in Figure 2. The figure shows a somewhat simplified version of
perception. For example, tactile feedback is perceived through nerve endings
that reside in deep tissue in addition to nerve terminals that are in the skin.
6Sensory perception Sense organ Modality
Sense of sight Eyes Visual
Sense of hearing Ears Auditive
Sense of touch Skin Tactile
Sense of smell Nose Olfactory
Sense of taste Tongue Gustatory
Sense of balance Organ of equilibrium Vestibular
Figure 2. Different senses and their corresponding modalities
[Silbernagel, 1979].
If we observe the modalities from a neurobiological point of view [Kandel
and Schwartz, 1981; Shepherd, 1988], we can divide the modalities in seven
groups: internal chemical (blood oxygen, glucose, pH), external chemical (taste,
smell), somatic senses (touch, pressure, temperature, pain), muscle sense (stretch,
tension, joint position), sense of balance, hearing, and vision. Since internal
chemical senses are not obviously applicable in seamless user interfaces, we can
safely ignore them in this context. The other neurobiological modalities are
included in the modalities presented in Figure 2, but muscle sense (kinesthesia)
can not be found in the figure. Kinesthesia is very important in determining
where our hands and other body parts are at a given moment.
Sometimes we want to distinguish between bimodal and multimodal use of
modalities. The word bimodal is used to nominate multimodal perception or
control that makes use of exactly two modalities.
2.1.2. Multimodal interaction: a system-centered view
In computer science multimodal user interfaces have been defined in many
ways. Chatty [1994] gives a summary of definitions for multimodal interaction
by explaining that most authors who recently wrote on that subject considered
it as defining systems that feature multiple input devices (multi-sensor
interaction) or multiple interpretations of input issued through a single device.
Chatty’s explanation of multimodal interaction is the one that most
computer scientists use. With the term multimodal user interface they mean a
system that accepts many different inputs that are combined in a meaningful
way. For a long time computer output developed much faster than the ways
that we can use to control the systems. If we compare the current multimedia
presentation capabilities of the computers to the input devices that we use to
7control these machines, there is a great difference in the sophistication and
diversity of available input and output channels.
Nigay and Coutaz [1993] define multimodality in the following way:
“Multimodality is the capacity of the system to communicate with a
user along different types of communication channels and to extract
and convey meaning automatically.”
Both multimedia and multimodal systems use multiple communication
channels. Nigay and Coutaz differentiate between these systems by stating that
a multimodal system is able to automatically model the content of the
information at a high level of abstraction. A multimodal system strives for
meaning. For example, an electronic mail system that supports voice and video
clips is not multimodal if it only transfers them to another person and does not
interpret the inputs.
According to Nigay and Coutaz the two main features of multimodal
interfaces are the following:
• the fusion of different types of data from/to different input or output
devices, and
• the temporal constraints imposed on information processing from/to
input or output devices.
They have used these features to define a design space for multimodal
systems that is presented in Figure 3.
Use of modalities
Sequential Parallel
Combined
Fu
si
on
Independent
Meaning No Meaning Meaning No Meaning
Levels of abstraction
Figure 3. Design space for multimodal systems [Nigay and Coutaz, 1993].
The different dimensions of the design space define eight possible classes of
systems. By definition [Nigay and Coutaz, 1993], multimodal systems require
the value “Meaning” in the “Levels of abstraction”. Thus, there are four distinct
classes of multimodal systems: exclusive, alternate, concurrent and synergistic.
“Use of modalities” refers to the temporal dimension. Parallel operation can
be achieved at different levels of abstraction [Coutaz et al., 1993]. The most
important level is the task level, the level that the user interacts with. It must
SYNERGISTIC
CONCURRENT
ALTERNATE
EXCLUSIVE
8seem to be concurrent in order to make the user perceive the system as parallel.
Low-level, or physical level, concurrency is not a requirement for a multimodal
system, but needs to be considered in the implementation. Most current
computing systems are able to offer an imitation of concurrent processing even
though the processing is in fact sequential.
Fusion is the most demanding criterion in the design space. Here
“Combined” means that different modalities are combined in synergistic
higher-level input tokens. “Independent” means that there are parallel but not
linked modalities in the interface. The synergistic use of modalities implies the
fusion of data from different modeling techniques. Nigay and Coutaz [1993]
have identified three levels of fusion: lexical, syntactic and semantic. They can
be mapped to the three conceptual design levels defined by Foley et al. [1990,
pp. 394-395]:
• Lexical fusion corresponds to conceptual Binding level. It happens when
hardware primitives are bound to software events. An example of
lexical fusion is selecting multiple objects when the shift key is down.
• Syntactic fusion corresponds to conceptual Sequencing level. It involves
the combination of data to obtain a complete command. Sequencing of
events is important at this level. An example of syntactic fusion is
synchronizing speech and pen input in a map selection task.
• Semantic fusion corresponds to conceptual Functional level. It specifies
the detailed functionality of the interface: what information is needed
for each operation on the object, how to handle the errors, and what the
results of an operation are. Semantic fusion defines meanings but not
the sequence of actions or the devices with which the actions are
conducted. An example of semantic fusion is a flight route selection
task that requires at least two airports as its input through either touch
or speech and draws the route on a map.
Still, having defined that multimodal systems make use of multiple input or
output modalities does not define the properties of the actual systems very
well. There are two main categories of systems that have very different
underlying paradigms:
1. Multimodal input modalities are used to enhance direct manipulation
behavior of the system. The machine is a passive tool and tries to
understand the user through all different input modalities that the
system recognizes. The user is always responsible for initiating the
operations. Thus, if the user does not know what to do, nothing gets
9done. The goal is to use the computer as a tool and it follows Ben
Shneiderman’s [1982; 1983] principles of direct manipulation interfaces.
2. The multiple modalities are used to increase anthropomorphism in the
user interface: the computer as a dialogue partner. This paradigm makes
multimodal output important, and the systems in this category often
make use of talking heads, speech recognition and other human-like
modalities. This kind of multimodal system can often be described as an
agent-based conversational user interface.
The selection between these two main categories or other types of systems
must be done on the basis of specific system requirements. These categories are
not exclusive: A tool-like multimodal user interface may have a tutor that is
presented as a dialogue partner, whereas a conversational user interface may
have multimodal interaction techniques that directly respond to the user’s
manual commands.
In this dissertation, I have followed the system-centered view on
multimodal user interfaces and focus on multimodal input which takes into
account psychological theories of human motor-sensory control.
2.2. Modeling multimodal interaction
There are several problems in designing a multimodal user interface. First, the
set of input modalities must be selected right. This is no trivial problem and
depends greatly on the task the interface will be used for. This dissertation aims
at answering this question in some classes of user interfaces. Another, even
greater problem is how to combine different input channels. First, I will discuss
multimodal systems in general. A high-level model of multimodal human-
computer interaction was already presented in Figure 1. Here we take a look at
a more detailed model by Maybury and Wahlster [1998, p. 3]. Some models for
the fusion of input modalities have been developed by Nigay and Coutaz [1993;
1995] and Moran et al. [1997]. These models will be described later in this
section.
2.2.1. Architecture of multimodal user interfaces
Maybury and Wahlster [1998, p. 3] describe a high-level architecture of
intelligent user interfaces. As their notion of intelligent user interfaces includes
multimodal interaction, this model can be used for modeling multimodal
interfaces. Figure 4 shows an adaptation of their model that presents the
different levels of processes that are contained in the complete architecture.
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Input
processing
- motor
- speech
- vision
- …
Output
generation
- graphics
- animation
- speech
- sound
- …
Media
analysis
- language
- recognition
- gesture
- …
Media
design
- language
- modality
- gesture
- …
Interaction
management
- media fusion
- discourse
modeling
- plan
recognition
and
generation
- user
modeling
- presentation
design
A
pp
lic
at
io
n 
in
te
rf
a
ce
Figure 4. An architecture of multimodal user interfaces.
Adapted from [Maybury and Wahlster, 1998].
The presented architecture contains many models for different processes in
the system. Each of these models can be refined to fulfill the requirements of a
given system. Specifically, user and discourse models are highly important in a
multimodal interface. There can be one or more user models in a given system.
If there are several user models, the system can also be described as an
adaptable user interface. The discourse model handles the user interaction in a
high level, and uses media analysis and media design processes to understand
what the user wants and to present the information with the appropriate output
channels. Wahlster [1991] discusses user and discourse models for multimodal
communication when he describes an intelligent multimodal interface to expert
systems.
Here I focus on the fusion of input modalities that is a central property of
synergistic multimodal user interfaces. Next, I will discuss two examples of
fusion architectures.
2.2.2. Fusion of input modalities
A multiagent architecture seems to be appropriate for building complex
multimodal interfaces and has been used in both of the systems that are
presented next. This architecture structures the input nicely by assigning one or
11
more agents to each input modality and by providing dialogue control and
fusion as separate agents in the system. A multiagent system inherently
supports parallel processing and may also provide means for distributed
computing.
PAC-Amodeus
Nigay and Coutaz [1993; 1995] present a fusion mechanism that is used with
their PAC-Amodeus software architecture model. They use a melting pot
metaphor to model a multimodal input event. PAC agents [Coutaz, 1987] act in
this multiagent system and are responsible for handling these events. Figure 5
shows how the melting pots are composed from multiple inputs in a system
similar to Bolt’s [1980] Put-That-There.
Figure 5. Composing melting pots in a system similar to Bolt’s [1980] Put-
That-There with PAC-Amodeus [Nigay and Coutaz, 1993].
The system presented in Figure 5 uses a two-level fusion process for a
graphics editor that supports speech and mouse gesture. In this example, the
user says, “put that there” and at the same time uses the mouse to select the
object to be moved and to indicate the destination in a distinct workspace. The
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named ellipses in the figure represent agents. Workspace agents interpret the
events that occur in the drawing areas. The tool palette agent is responsible for
the events issued in the palette. Editor agents combine information from the
lower levels into higher abstractions. Finally, the Root agent performs a second
level of fusion to obtain a complete command, and sends it to the functional
core.
In their 1995 paper Nigay and Coutaz explain the fusion mechanism in
detail and give the metrics and rules that they use in the fusion process. They
divide fusion in three classes. Microtemporal fusion is used to combine related
informational units produced in a parallel or pseudo-parallel manner. It is
performed when the structural parts of the input melting pots are
complementary and when their time intervals overlap. Macrotemporal fusion is
used to combine related information units that are produced or processed
sequentially. It is performed when the structural parts of the input melting pots
are complementary and their time intervals belong to the same temporal
window but do not overlap. Contextual fusion is used to combine related
information units without attention to temporal constraints.
Their algorithm favors parallelism and is thus based on an eager strategy: it
continuously attempts to combine input data. This may possibly lead to
incorrect fusion and requires an undo mechanism to be implemented. This
architecture has been used to build MATIS [Nigay et al., 1993], a multimodal
airline travel information system that uses speech, direct manipulation,
keyboard and mouse or combinations of them as its input.
Open Agent Architecture
Moran et al. [1997] present another agent-based model for synchronizing input
modes in multimodal interaction. They have implemented multimodal
interfaces as an application of the Open Agent Architecture (OAA). The OAA is
a general agent platform that supports distributed and mobile agents that can
react on multiple input modalities. A modality coordination agent (MC agent) is
responsible for combining the input in the different modalities to produce a
single meaning that matches the user’s intention.
The MC agent uses a simpler fusion mechanism than Nigay and Coutaz
[1995]. If information is missing from the given input, the MC agent searches
the conversation context for an appropriate reference. If it can not be found, the
agent waits for a certain amount of time (2-3 seconds) before asking the user to
give additional information. This time delay is designed to handle the
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synchronization of different input modalities that require a different amount of
time to process the input.
The OAA has been used to implement a wide range of systems, for example,
an office assistant that helps the user in information retrieval, a map-based
tourist information system that uses speech and gesture, and an air travel
information system that is used through a Web and telephone interface.
Modeling the fusion of multiple modalities is an important problem in
multimodal interaction. Both PAC-Amodeus and the Open Agent Architecture
have been successfully used to implement prototype systems, and these
architectures can support a wide range of modalities. However, the fusion of
different input modalities offers plenty of research opportunities.
2.3. The history of multimodal user interfaces
Many types of multimodal user interface prototypes have been built to
demonstrate the usefulness of multimodal interaction. In this section I present a
summary of these systems.
Virtual reality systems have been studied since Morton Heilig’s Sensorama
[Heilig, 1955]. These systems are similar to multimodal user interfaces in their
use of many parallel modalities for both input (i.e., datagloves, speech, and
exoskeletons) and output (i.e., head-mounted displays, three-dimensional
audio, and tactile feedback). However, virtual reality systems are also quite
different from multimodal user interfaces, and can thus be viewed as a separate
line of research that is useful for the researchers and developers of multimodal
user interfaces, because both fields need better input and output devices. The
real difference between these systems was nicely explained in [MIAMI, 1995, p.
7]: “Virtual reality aims at the imitation of reality by establishing immersive
audio-visual illusions, whereas multimodality attempts to enhance the
throughput and the naturalism of human-computer interaction.”
Bolt [1980] introduced the notion of the multimodal user interface in his Put-
That-There system (Figure 6). In this system the user could move objects on
screen by pointing and speaking. The user pointed at the object, said, ”put
that”, pointed at the destination and said ”there.” This system combined
pointing and speaking in a single action. Later, more sophisticated prototypes
have been developed by adding eye tracking in a similar system [Bolt and
Herranz, 1992; Thorisson et al., 1992; Koons et al., 1993]. This additional input
modality can help to understand the user if the pointing gesture is not clear. In
normal human-human communication, humans express themselves in many
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simultaneous and redundant ways [Feldman and Rimé, 1991]. Several parallel
input modalities help building user interfaces less moded than interfaces using
only one input modality.
Figure 6. Bolt’s Put-That-There system [Bolt, 1980].
Cohen et al. [1989] presented two systems, CHORIS and SHOPTALK that
make use of combining direct manipulation with natural language. In their
systems natural language is entered using a keyboard. They argued that the use
of these modalities overcomes some of the limitations of each. The synergy of
these modalities comes from joining the predictability and clarity of direct
manipulation with the descriptive power of natural language. Wahlster [1991]
presented a similar system, XTRA, as a multimodal interface to expert systems.
CUBRICON [Neal et al., 1989; Neal and Shapiro, 1991] is a system that uses
mouse pointing with speech. Cohen et al. [1997] have implemented a prototype
called QuickSet that integrates speech with pen input that includes drawn
graphics, symbols, gestures and pointing.
Weimer and Ganapathy [1989] described a multimodal environment that
uses gestures and speech input to control a CAD system. They used a dataglove
to track the gestures and polarizing glasses to present the objects in three
dimensions.
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Oviatt [1996] presented a multimodal system for dynamic interactive maps.
In her system speech and pen writing are used either separately or
multimodally to perform map-based tasks. Oviatt et al. [1997] found out that
spoken and written modes in the system consistently supplied complementary
semantic information rather than redundant information.
Yang et al. [1998] present a group of visual tracking techniques that can be
used in multimodal user interfaces. They have implemented a camera-based
face tracker that can also track face parts like eyes, lips and nostrils. The system
can also estimate the user’s gaze direction or head pose. They have
implemented two multimodal applications that make use of these techniques: a
lip-reading system and a panoramic image viewer. The lip-reading system
improves speech recognition accuracy by using visual input to disambiguate
among acoustically confusing speech elements. The panoramic image viewer
uses gaze to control panning and tilting, and speech to control zooming.
Public kiosks are promising applications for multimodal interfaces. Even
though most current public information kiosks are limited in their interaction
with the user, some experimental multimodal information kiosk prototypes
have been developed.  Probably the most advanced kiosk prototype is the
Digital Smart Kiosk project [Christian and Avery, 1998]. This kiosk uses
computer vision and touchscreen input and presents the information on
graphics display that is augmented with a talking head, DECface [Waters and
Levergood, 1993].
2.4. Potential benefits of multimodal interfaces
Maybury and Wahlster [1998, p. 15] give a list of potential benefits of
multimodal user interfaces: efficiency, redundancy, perceptability, naturalness,
accuracy, and synergy. Efficiency follows from using each modality for the task
that it is best suited for. Redundancy increases the likelihood that
communication proceeds smoothly because there are many simultaneous
references to the same issue. Perceptability increases when the tasks are
facilitated in spatial context. Naturalness follows from the free choice of
modalities and may result in a human-computer communication that is close to
human-human communication. Accuracy increases when another modality can
indicate an object more accurately than the main modality. Finally, synergy
occurs when one channel of communication can help refine imprecision, modify
the meaning, or resolve ambiguities in another channel.
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In the following section I will discuss three important benefits of
multimodal user interfaces: natural dialogue, efficient dialogue, and
granularity. The first two benefits are discussed using a public information
kiosk as an example. Natural and efficient dialogue is possible because the users
have many options to carry out different tasks, and granularity of the system
follows from mutual disambiguation of recognition errors. Another example of
a multimodal system is discussed in the next section with some common
misconceptions about multimodal user interfaces.
2.4.1. Natural and efficient dialogue
Public information kiosks have a wide range of different users that may or may
not have basic computing skills. Thus, these systems should be usable for all
kind of users. In addition, the kiosks are typically used within a very short time,
and therefore they should not require extensive training or long manuals.
Many simple kiosk systems have physical buttons and small keyboards as
the only controls. These controls seem to work well in simple and constrained
uses. Touchscreens alone can perform well in many kiosks. If the system is
designed to be used with a button-based interface as the Digital’s Smart Kiosk
prototype [Christian and Avery, 1998], it can be effectively controlled with a
touchscreen.
The real power of Digital’s Smart Kiosk prototype is in its multimodal use of
machine vision and touchscreen input. Machine vision is able to determine
when a user is approaching the kiosk, and also whether he or she stops in front
of the kiosk or walks by it. If the user slows down or stops in front of the kiosk,
the DECface talking head  [Waters and Levergood, 1993; Parke and Waters,
1996] welcomes the user and the kiosk presents different options as touchable
buttons on screen. Machine vision is further used to track the user and control
the talking head so that it will look at the user.
In general, different modalities can be used to supply either redundant or
complementary information. Redundant information helps in determining the
goal of the user if it is not clear from just one modality. Complementary
information enables more efficient and natural interaction. A multimodal user
interface is – at its best – a natural and convenient way to interact with
computing systems. When a diverse group of users is expected to use the kiosk
system and no training can be given beforehand, many different modalities can
be used to track the user and model what his or her intentions are. Many
redundant ways to carry out operations make the use more natural since the
user can choose the most natural input method for a given task.
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A multimodal user interface is efficient when the user chooses an efficient
input modality for the specific task. This benefit also follows from redundancy,
since there are several ways to give the same input. Complementary modalities
make the system even more efficient when two parallel or sequential input
modalities make the task easier and more efficient than using a single modality,
such as speech. Oviatt et al. [1997] have observed this advantage in empirical
studies.
2.4.2. Mutual disambiguation of recognition errors
Many recognition techniques produce frequent recognition errors. This is the
case with speech recognition, eye tracking, head tracking, lip-reading and many
other machine vision techniques. In fact, the only truly accurate techniques are
usually based on mechanic structures, such as so-called exoskeletons [Pimentel
and Teixeira, 1995] in virtual reality systems. When we attach devices onto
users, they can be monitored quite accurately. But the goal in building natural
multimodal user interfaces is to build the interfaces as seamless as possible so
that nothing needs to be attached to the users. Thus recognition errors are
unavoidable.
Promising results on using audio-visual information to improve speech
recognition accuracy have been presented in psychology [McGurk and
MacDonald, 1976; MacDonald and McGurk, 1978; Sams et al., 1998] and in some
experimental computing systems [Yang et al., 1998]. Many lip-reading systems
require the users to keep still or put special marks on their faces. The research
on these systems has also progressed. Yang et al. [1998] have recently presented
a computer vision based lip-reading system that does not require the presence
of such hindrances.
Audio-visual integration is not the only multimodal combination that can
help increase the granularity of a system. Oviatt [1999a] uses her multimodal
interface for dynamic interactive maps [Oviatt, 1996] to determine how
multimodal gestures can help in speech recognition with native and accented
speakers of English. She found that although stand-alone speech recognition
performed far more poorly for accented speakers, their multimodal recognition
rates did not differ from those of native speakers. This gives strong evidence for
the benefits of combining many error-prone recognition technologies in a
multimodal system that may in result have better granularity than these
technologies have when used separately.
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2.5. Common misconceptions on multimodal interfaces
The problems with multimodal interfaces may arise from false expectations.
Often the benefits of multimodality are taken for granted, and the importance
of delicate design is not taken into account. Sharon Oviatt [1999b] has explored
ten common “myths” of multimodal interaction. She declares these myths as
misconceptions and presents contrary empirical evidence for them. The
evidence comes mostly from empirical testing of Oviatt’s [1996] multimodal
interactive maps that make use of speech recognition and pen input with drawn
graphics, symbols, gestures, and pointing.
Next I will summarize Oviatt’s empirical evidence that justifies calling these
claims as myths. The ten myths were the following:
1. If you build a multimodal system, users will interact multimodally. Even
though the users prefer to interact multimodally, at least in spatial
application domains [Oviatt, 1997], there is no guarantee that they will
issue every command to a system multimodally. They typically intermix
unimodal and multimodal expressions. Specifically, whether a user will
express a command multimodally depends on the type of action he or
she is performing. The users almost always expressed the commands
multimodally when describing spatial information about the location,
number, size, orientation, or shape of an object [Oviatt et al., 1997], and
often used multimodal commands when selecting an object from a larger
array, but almost not at all when they performed general actions without
any spatial component.
2. Speech and pointing is the dominant multimodal integration pattern. Oviatt et
al. [1997] found that a speak-and-point pattern only comprised 14% of all
spontaneous multimodal expressions. Pen input replaced speech in
many tasks. The users are likely to choose the modality that best suits for
a given task.
3. Multimodal input involves simultaneous signals. Oviatt et al. [1997] also
found that about half the time the pen input and speech were
sequentially integrated, and that gesturing often preceded speech with a
brief lag of one or two seconds between input signals. To summarize,
even though speech and gesture are highly interdependent and
synchronized during multimodal interaction, synchrony does not imply
simultaneity.
4. Speech is the primary input mode in any multimodal system that includes it.
Oviatt [1997] noticed that other modes could convey information that is
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not present in speech signal at all, for example, spatial information
specified by pen input. Thus, speech should not be considered as the
exclusive carrier of important content. The problem is that thinking
speech as the primary channel risks underexploiting the other
modalities.
5. Multimodal language does not differ linguistically from unimodal language.
Oviatt [1997] found that multimodal pen/voice language is briefer,
syntactically simpler, and less disfluent than users’ unimodal speech.
When free to interact multimodally, users selectively eliminate many
linguistic complexities. For example, they prefer not to speak error-
prone spatial location descriptions if a more compact and accurate
alternative is available.
6. Multimodal integration involves redundancy of content between modes. Oviatt
[1999b] claims that the dominant theme in users’ natural organization of
multimodal input is complementary of content, not redundancy. This
was noticed in [Oviatt et al., 1997].
7. Individual error-prone recognition technologies combine multimodally to
produce even greater unreliability. This claim was already discussed in the
previous section.  The increased robustness is due to leveraging from
users’ natural intelligence about when and how to deploy input modes
effectively. People will avoid using an input mode that they believe is
error-prone for a certain action. When a recognition error does occur,
users alternate input modes to better be able to complete the task. The
increased robustness of unreliable technologies requires that the system
integrates the modes synergistically, as in Oviatt [1999a].
8. All users’ multimodal commands are integrated in a uniform way. Different
users can have different integration patterns [Oviatt 1999b]. This
emphasizes the need for adapting a multimodal user interface to a group
of users. If a set of different integration patterns can be found, the system
could adapt to a user when it recognizes this user’s dominant integration
pattern.
9. Different input modes are capable of transmitting comparable content. It is
delusive to think that all input modalities are interchangeable. They all
have differences in the type of information they transmit, their
functionality during communication, the way they are integrated with
other modes, and their basic suitability to be incorporated into different
interface styles. Most likely, a simple one-to-one translation is not
possible without losing something: content, accuracy, or ease of use.
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10. Enhanced efficiency is the main advantage of multimodal systems. A modest
speed enhancement by 10% was documented in [Oviatt, 1997] in a
spatial domain. However, the same study showed that task-critical
errors and disfluent language could drop by 36% – 50% during
multimodal interaction. In addition, we should not underestimate the
flexibility that results from permitting the users to alternate between
different input modes. This flexibility makes it easier to develop user
interfaces that are suited for all kinds of users in different environments.
The reason for presenting these common misconceptions in such length is to
emphasize the need for careful design of multimodal user interfaces. Oviatt’s
[1999b] article gives many relevant issues to consider when multimodal user
interface architectures are designed. The success of a multimodal system may
depend on a very small detail: a detail that the people that implement the
system consider as self evident.
2.6. Guidelines for multimodal interaction
Multimodal user interfaces form a very large group of different user interfaces.
As described above, these systems may make use of a wide variety of different
input and output modalities, and mix them freely. Appreciating the vast
potential that multimodality has in making the human-computer interaction
more natural, easier and even more efficient, it becomes even more important to
be able to define guidelines for where and when to use which modalities.
Unfortunately, this is a vast research issue that can not be answered within this
dissertation. Thus, I have selected a different approach, which argues for the
research issues that should be addressed by researchers of human-computer
interaction and psychology, side by side, in order to gain better understanding
of applying multimodal interaction in computing systems.
A motivating example can be found in [MIAMI, 1995, p. 43]. They present a
question: what happens if more human output channels are used in human-
computer interaction? They had two hypotheses:
Hypothesis (1):  The combination of human output channels effectively
increases the bandwidth of the humanmachine channel. This has been
discovered in many empirical studies of human-computer interaction
[Oviatt, 1999b].
Hypothesis (2):  Adding extra output modality requires more
neurocomputational resources and will lead to deteriorated output
quality, resulting in reduced effective bandwidth. Two types of effects
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are usually observed: a slow-down of all output processes and
interference errors due to the fact that selective attention cannot be
divided between the increased number of output channels. Examples of
this are writing when speaking and speaking when driving a car.
So the main question is: do we know how to build a user interface for which
hypothesis 1 is true and hypothesis 2 is not. The current answer is: we do not.
There is some encouraging empirical evidence [Oviatt, 1997; Oviatt et al., 1997;
Oviatt, 1999a; Oviatt, 1999b] that spatial information can be entered with pen
gestures resulting in great efficiency when used with speech. Other similar
studies exist and report on a specific combination of input modalities that was
used in a prototype system. However, there is no general understanding of
which modalities to use for which task.
Cognitively, it is possible to find out which tasks require more cognitive
resources and thus are more difficult to do in parallel with the other tasks. The
understanding of the brain is important in order to find out the relationships
between human input and output modalities. We know great many things of
the brain but they are not understood well enough for us to be able to assign the
right modalities to given tasks.
Still, we should assign specific computer input devices to carry out these
tasks. New devices are developed all the time and there already is a very large
collection of different devices with varying accuracy, ergonomics and demand
on processing power. Even when the right devices have been found we need to
decide how to use them effectively in a given system.
To summarize, more research is needed to understand the following:
• how the brain works and which modalities can best be used to gain the synergy
advantages that are possible with multimodal interaction,
• when a multimodal system is preferred to a unimodal system,
• which modalities make up the best combination for a given interaction task,
• which interaction devices to assign to these modalities in a given computing
system, and
• how to use these interaction devices, that is, which interaction techniques to
select or develop for a given task.
Interdisciplinary cooperation is essential in order to get better
understanding on multimodal interaction. A result that two modalities are
intertwined and that there are multimodal receptor cells in the brain does not
yet give any advice on how and when to use this interesting result in human-
computer interfaces.
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A common notion in cognitive psychology is that there are several codes in
which information is processed, as visual-spatial and verbal codes [Baddeley,
1986]. The codes allow us to define the manner by which the information will be
processed. A multiple resource theory can be constructed with the assumption
that each type of information code has its own processing capacity and its own
processing resources [Allport, 1980; Wickens, 1992]. A model of human
information processing with several stages and codes can then be proposed
[Wickens, 1992, p. 375].
Baber [1997, pp. 271-275] discusses multiple resource theory research that
would answer many of the questions that I presented above. He points out
many problems with the current research on this theory:
(1) the mechanism by which tasks compete or combine is difficult to define,
(2) using secondary tasks together with primary tasks complicates the
problems of deciding whether the results arise due to competition,
compatibility or scheduling of attentional demands across the tasks,
(3) definition of codes for certain modalities may be difficult, and
(4) currently multiple resource theory only considers visual and auditory
modalities for perception; it is not clear whether this theory can be
applied to other modalities.
After discussing the problems that exist in understanding multimodal
interaction, one can see the enormous amount of research that still needs to be
done in order to provide comprehensive guidelines for multimodal human-
computer interaction. This will certainly require a long time, a great number of
people and great investments in research.
A modality theory has been developed in a large European research project
[AMODEUS, 1995]. The theory is comprehensive for choosing and combining
output modalities, but the project had only begun a similar work with input
modalities when its seven-year financing period ended. However, the fact that
they recognized the need for a modality theory for input modalities suggests
that there is wider interest in developing such a theory.
2.7. Summary
Different aspects of multimodal interaction were discussed in this chapter.
There still are different views on how to define multimodal user interfaces. In
general, multimodal user interfaces may involve combined outputs, as speech
and animation in a talking head, or combined inputs as in Bolt’s [1980] Put-
That-There system that was based on speech recognition and hand gestures.
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Multimodal interaction offers many potential benefits: natural dialogue,
efficient interaction, and disambiguation of recognition errors. In order to get
these benefits the systems need to be designed well and the modalities need to
be either redundant or complementary. Redundant modalities allow the user
several ways to carry out an operation. In addition, they allow the system to
determine the intention of the user if one or more of the inputs would not be
unambiguous separately. Complementary modalities each add some synergistic
value when the user is carrying out a single task, therefore making the
operation more efficient and also more natural, when the system is designed
well.
I believe that multimodal interaction will be a prominent interaction
paradigm that may eventually replace the current graphical user interface
paradigm that is based on the use of windows, icons, menus and a pointing
device (WIMP). Many authors have suggested this with different names: Non-
command user interfaces [Nielsen, 1993], Post-WIMP user interfaces [van Dam,
1997] and Non-WIMP user interfaces [Jacob et al., 1999].
In this dissertation I have adopted the system-centered view by which a
multimodal user interface increases the user’s degrees of freedom by allowing
many simultaneous inputs. I present two prototype systems and a group of
multimodal interaction techniques that make use of two pointing devices,
speech and touch.
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3. Two-handed interaction
Graphical user interfaces have become the industry standard in current
software. Even though they were introduced in Xerox Star workstations [Lipkie
et al., 1982; Bewley et al., 1983; Baecker and Buxton, 1987] almost two decades
ago, graphical user interfaces have developed surprisingly little after that. Small
improvements have appeared in commercial operating systems, such as better
feedback and more direct ways to perform frequent tasks. In this chapter I
discuss two-handed interaction, an improvement to the ways we use in
controlling these interfaces. Two-handed interaction can also be described as a
special case of multimodal interaction that makes use of both hands operating
in parallel.
3.1. The psychology of two-handed interaction
Human bimanual control has been extensively analyzed in psychology. Much
of this research specializes in defining which parts of the brain control which
hand, and how to determine the handedness of the subjects. Many of these
results are not directly applicable to building user interfaces, but there are some
useful theories that explain the differences between the hands and the way the
two hands cooperate in bimanual tasks.
3.1.1. Analyzing manual tasks
Fitts [1954] argued that the speed with which manual movements are made is
limited by the information-processing capacity of the motor system. He
presented a law that explains how the difficulty of a tapping task varies based
on movement time and amplitude. He based his model on an analogy to
Shannon’s theorem 17 [Shannon and Weaver, 1949, pp. 100-103]. The rate of
information processing (index of performance, IP) of the hand-arm is analogous
to channel capacity in Shannon’s theorem and can be calculated according to
the formula
IP = ID / MT,
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where ID is the index of difficulty (in bits) and MT is the movement time (in
seconds).
Fitts suggested that the width of the target (W) is analogous to Shannon’s
noise and the amplitude of the movement (A) is analogous to Shannon’s
electronic signals, and that they together specified the index of difficulty (ID) of
the movement, according to the formula
ID = log2 ( 2A / W )   bits.
The index of difficulty is measured in “bits” and describes the difficulty to
carry out the task. The greater the ID value is the more difficult the task is.
A more general way to present Fitt’s law is the following regression
equation:
T = a + b log2 ( 2A / W )
where a and b are empirically determined regression coefficients. The
reciprocal of b is the index of performance (IP) that is measured in bits/second.
Detailed explanation and analysis of Fitts’ law, its variations and its use in
human-computer interaction can be found in [MacKenzie, 1992]. One
remarkable result of using Fitts’ law in human-computer interaction is that it
makes it possible to compare input device performance results from different
studies using the index of performance. However, MacKenzie [1992] found that
these comparisons are still difficult because of task differences, selection
techniques, range of conditions employed, and dealing with response
variability.
Fitts’ law predicts a tradeoff in human movement: the faster we move our
hands, the less precise our movements are. The law applies in one kind of tasks:
hitting a target over a certain distance. In human-computer interaction it is
suited for analyzing pointing and dragging tasks.
3.1.2. Differences between the preferred and non-preferred hand
There are three theories that explain the differences of the two hands in rapid
aimed movements [Annett et al., 1979; Kabbash et al., 1993].
The first is that preferred and non-preferred hands differ primarily in their
use of sensory feedback. Flowers [1975] defined so-called ballistic and
controlled movements. Ballistic movements last less than 400 ms and they are
too quick to make use of sensory feedback. Controlled movements benefit from
visual and tactile sensory feedback. Flowers found that the preferred and non-
preferred hands of strongly lateralized subjects achieved equal rates in a
rhythmic tapping task, but that in a variation of Fitts’ reciprocal tapping task
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(ID ranging from 1 to 6) the preferred hand outperformed the non-preferred
hand by 1.5 – 2.5 bits/s, with differences marked at all but the lowest two IDs.
A second theory [Schmidt et al., 1979] explains that the preferred hand is less
noisy in its output function. According to this theory, increases in amplitude or
decreases in movement time require a greater force, which leads to greater
output variability and more errors. The theory suggests that variability in force
amplitude varies inversely with the square of movement time and the
variability of force duration varies directly with movement time. Annett et al.
[1979] noticed that the non-preferred hand makes nearly 50% more corrective
movements than the preferred hand, and that these movements last on average
about 120 ms.
A third theory by Todor and Doane [1978] predicts a non-preferred hand
advantage for larger target distances. The theory is based on Welford’s [1968]
proposal that rapid aimed movements are composed of two distinct parts: a fast
distance-covering phase and a slower target homing phase. The first phase is
similar in speed to ballistic movement, but the second phase requires visual
control. They hypotized that within tasks of equivalent calculated difficulty,
movement time with the preferred hand should increase as the width and
amplitude of the target grows larger while it should decrease with the non-
preferred hand. Obviously both time changes are in limited scale. Kabbash et al.
[1993] carried out a study that supports this theory and extends Todor and
Doane’s results to a wide range of task difficulties. Specifically, in tasks of
equivalent difficulty, between-hand comparisons showed a right-hand
advantage in movement time for target width, but a left-hand advantage for
amplitude.
None of these theories makes explicit predictions about differences between
preferred and non-preferred hands. However, even in their current form they
are useful when deciding what each hand should do in the user interface.
According to Flowers [1975] the non-preferred hand can be used for simpler
tasks than the preferred hand. These tasks should not require much sensory
feedback. Schmidt et al. [1979] emphasize the inaccuracy and error-proneness of
the non-preferred hand. Thus the non-preferred hand should not be used in
tasks that require high accuracy. According to Todor and Doane [1978], there
may be tasks in which the non-preferred hand actually performs better than the
preferred hand. These tasks should contain long distances and large objects.
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3.1.3. Division of labor between the hands
To be able to better understand bimanual interaction, Guiard [1987] has
presented a kinematic chain theory. According to his model, the functions of
both hands are related serially so that the non-preferred hand acts as a base link
and the preferred hand as the terminal link. This theory suggests cooperative
and asymmetric function of the two hands. The basic characteristics of the
kinematic chain model are the following (assuming a right-handed person):
1. Right-to-left spatial reference: the right hand typically finds its spatial
references in the results of the motion of the left hand. Often the non-
preferred hand plays a postural role in keeping an object steady while
the preferred hand executes a manipulative action on it. For example,
when the left hand holds a nail and the right hand uses a hammer.
2. Left-right contrast in the spatial-temporal scale of motion: the
movements of the left hand usually have a low temporal frequency
(long periods between initiating the movements) and a low spatial
accuracy (large movement amplitudes) compared to the high-frequency
and detailed work of the right hand. The preferred hand is capable of
producing finer movements than the non-preferred. For example, an
artist holds the palette in her left hand and paints with the right hand.
3. Left-hand precedence in action: usually the action starts with the non-
preferred hand and ends with the preferred hand. For example, a sheet
of paper is grabbed with the left hand and the right hand is used to
write on it.
The previous examples are natural two-handed tasks. However, drawing
with the left hand while writing with the right hand is not natural at all. We can
assume that natural two-handed tasks belong to synergistic multimodal
interactions [Nigay and Coutaz, 1993] and have smaller cognitive demands
than other two-handed tasks.
3.1.4. Cognitive advantages in two-handed interfaces
Leganchuk et al. [1998] found that in addition to motor advantages, two-handed
interfaces also have cognitive advantages over one-handed interfaces. They
refer to chunking [Simon, 1974] which means that the acquisition of skills is
based upon the compilation and proceduralization of knowledge into chunks
formed around understanding subtasks. Two-handed input may allow the
users to perform at a natural level of chunking that corresponds to daily
activities, possibly resulting in the following interrelated cognitive advantages:
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1. Reduce and externalize the load of planning/visualization in
unimanual input. Because two-handed input allows the user to treat the
task as a larger and more natural gestalt, the user no longer needs to
compose, think, and plan the elementary steps of a task.
2. Rapid feedback of manipulation results in a higher level of task: the
user immediately sees the result of action in relation to the goal state.
3. Support epistemic action: the user may take advantage of the two-
handed input and perform actions of an epistemic nature in addition to
those of a pragmatic nature.
They have made the above observations in a number of two-handed tasks.
Leganchuk et al. [1998] also found that the benefits of two-handed interfaces
increase as it becomes more difficult to mentally visualize the task, which
supported their hypothesis that there is also a cognitive advantage in two-
handed interaction over one-handed interaction.
However, other studies [Kabbash et al., 1994; Balakrishnan and Kurtenbach,
1999] have shown that increased cognitive load can result in reduced
performance in some bimanual tasks. These results emphasize the requirement
that two-handed interaction needs to be carefully designed.
3.2. Modeling two-handed interaction
The need for designing two-handed interfaces has driven the development of
new modeling techniques that take into account many simultaneous inputs.
Myers [1990] presented a model for handling input that has been implemented
in the Garnet user interface management system. His model encapsulated
interactive behaviors into a few “Interactor” object types that hide the
underlying window manager events. A Garnet interactor can support multiple
input devices operating in parallel. They are similar to the controllers in the
Smalltalk “model-view-controller” (MVC) paradigm [Krasner and Pope, 1988].
Chatty [1994] extended a graphical toolkit for two-handed interaction. He
discusses the extensibility of the input system of graphical toolkits and
proposes some abstractions for describing combined interactions. His Whizz
toolkit uses a data-flow model. All the objects manipulated in Whizz are
modules that can be connected together with links that carry pieces of
information. A fusion of events is represented much in the same way as in
Myers’ Garnet with graphical objects that have two inputs and a fused output.
Buxton [1990] presented a three-state model of graphical input. In Buxton’s
model the devices can be in three states: out of range (0), tracking (1), and
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dragging (2). Figure 7 shows a three-state model for the puck on the Wacom
tablet. A puck is a special device that has its own identifier and can be detected
on top of the tablet.
State
0
Puck on tablet
Puck off tablet
Button down
Button up
State
2
State
1
Out of range Tracking Dragging
Figure 7. State transitions for the puck on the Wacom tablet
[Hinckley et al., 1998b].
Figure 8 shows the transitions for a touchpad and a standard mouse. The
touchpad only senses states 0 and 1, while a standard mouse only senses states
1 and 2. However, the touch-sensing mouse [Hinckley et al., 1998b] and
trackball [Hinckley and Sinclair, 1999] have all three modes since they recognize
when the user touches the device. Touchpads can also have all three modes if
they include integrated buttons.
State
0
Touch
Release
Button down
Button up
State
2
State
1
Out of range Tracking Dragging
State
1
Tracking
Figure 8. State transitions for a touchpad (left) and a standard mouse
(right) [Hinckley et al., 1998b].
Hinckley et al. [1998b] proposed several enhancements to Buxton’s model.
First, they added notation for the continuous properties of the input devices.
The notation is essentially the same that Mackinlay et al. [1991] described.
Figure 9 presents this notation.
Notation Description of property sensed
x absolute position sensing
dx relative position sensing (motor sensing)
R absolute angular
dR relative angular
F, dF force and change in force
T, dT torque and change in torque
nil state cannot sense any continuous input
Figure 9. Notation for continuous properties by Hinckley et al.
[1998b].
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Second, Hinckley et al. [1998b] distinguished between out-of-range states
based on touch versus those based on device proximity to be able to model their
new touch-sensitive devices. To accomplish this they propose that state 0 is
actually a union of two potentially different states, T0 (out-of-range state
triggered by touch) and P0 (out-of-range state triggered by device proximity to
a sensor). To be able to model two-handed interaction techniques they doubled
the states and added subscripts p (preferred hand) and n (non-preferred hand)
in each of the states P0p, 1p, 2p, P0n, 1n and 2n. This solution was not sufficient
because the model becomes too complicated [see Hinckley et al., 1998b, Fig. 10]
and it does not express the inherent parallelism of two hands. This is why they
presented a new model that is a special case of a Petri net model.
The new Petri net model preserves much of the flavor of the three-state
model but also enables explicit representation of the parallelism. The model is
used to represent composite two-handed interaction techniques, not specific
capabilities of the individual devices. Figure 10 shows an example on a simple
Petri net model for a tablet with a puck and a stylus that are used in separate
tasks. There are two circular tokens, a black token representing the preferred-
hand device, and a gray token representing the device in the non-preferred
hand. The black token can only visit states with a solid border and the gray
token can only visit states with a dashed border. A token can traverse any arc as
long as it leads to a state that the token is allowed to visit. The coloring of the
arcs (solid or dashed) indicates which input device generates the signal
corresponding to that arc.
P0
nil
2
x,y
x,y
Stylus on tablet
Stylus off tablet
x,y
Button down
Button up
1
x,y
Tip click
Tip release
p p
n
n
p
1 2nP0
Puck on tablet
Puck off tablet
(stylus)
(puck)
nil
(proximity)
Figure 10. A simple Petri net model for puck and stylus on the tablet
[Hinckley et al., 1998b].
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Figure 11 is a refinement of Figure 10 and adds a two-handed dragging
technique that requires using both input devices. There is an additional state 2np,
which is the only state in the diagram that both the black and gray token can
enter. That is why it is colored with both a solid and dashed border. If the
system is in state 2np and the mouse button is released, the gray token returns to
state 1n. Similarly, the black token returns to state 1p. The tokens change to a
new state separately as the corresponding input devices are used. Still, it can be
seen in Figure 11 that if one of the tokens moves out of the combined state 2np,
the other returns to its normal state 2 following the corresponding arc.
P0
nil
2
x,y
x,y
Stylus on tablet
Stylus off tablet
x,y
Button down
Button up
1
x,y
Tip click
Tip release
p p
n
n
p
1 2nP0
Puck on tablet
Puck off tablet
(stylus)
(puck)
nil
(proximity)
2
x,y
np
Tip
release
Button up
Button
down
Button
up
Tip
release
Tip
click
x,y
Figure 11. A complete Petri net model for puck and stylus on the
tablet [Hinckley et al., 1998b].
Jacob et al. [1999] have developed a programming-oriented software model
for Non-WIMP user interfaces. They describe “Non-WIMP” interfaces as having
parallel continuous input with the user, and two-handed interaction can also be
modeled with this more general model. The model combines a data-flow or
constraint-like component for the continuous relationships with an event-based
component for discrete interactions, which can disable or enable individual
continuous relationships.
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3.3. The history of two-handed user interfaces
The non-preferred hand has been used as early as in Ivan Sutherland’s [1963]
Sketchpad system in a discrete task to press buttons that had an effect on what a
light pen on the preferred hand would do when the user drew on the computer
screen with it. Practically all graphical user interfaces use the non-preferred
hand in a similar way when the user presses a modifier key (control, alt, shift)
at the same time as he or she selects objects with the mouse. Leganchuk et al.
[1998] mention video games that often have controllers that require pressing
buttons at the same time as the position is controlled with some kind of joystick.
This kind of control requires skill and good coordination of the two hands, but
the users accept it since an attractive video game motivates them to do it and
two-handed control helps them in playing.
Qwerty-typing is another exception of general one-handed interactions, but
it is not like our everyday bimanual actions: each finger performs a discrete task
of pressing a button. However, keyboard shortcuts help an experienced user
speed up the use of graphical user interfaces by allowing the non-preferred
hand to replace a menu selection command with a key press.
To my knowledge, Krueger [1983, pp. 142-147; Krueger et al., 1985] was the
first to suggest two-handed computing applications that use both hands to give
continuous input in a coordinated and integrated manner. He proposed several
two-handed gestures that could be used in text editing and two- and three-
dimensional graphics. Matsushita and Rekimoto [1997] have implemented the
same kind of interaction techniques as Krueger [1983] suggested in their
HoloWall prototype.
The first evaluation of two-handed interfaces was done by Buxton and
Myers [1986]. They implemented two-handed desktop systems that were used
in graphical manipulation and word processing. The second experiment of
Buxton and Myers [1986] was repeated by Zhai et al. [1997] with many different
input device configurations.
Kabbash et al. [1994] showed that two-handed interfaces need to be
designed well in order to get benefits from them. In their study, four different
interaction techniques were compared. The fastest technique was a two-handed
ToolGlass-technique that was based on earlier work on toolglasses and magic
lenses [Bier et al., 1993]. However, the slowest technique was a two-handed
technique that used two separate cursors. The normal one-handed technique
performed better than the two-handed technique even though it had the same
manual benefits – shorter distances and division of labor between the hands –
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as in the second task of Buxton and Myers [1986]. The task that Kabbash et al.
used was similar to the task that Dillon et al. [1990] used in a similar
comparison. There, the two-handed setup did not give significant benefits over
one-handed techniques.
Fitzmaurice and Buxton [1997] and Fitzmaurice et al. [1995] have
implemented two-handed techniques in graspable user interfaces. Graspable
user interfaces are tangible and real since the controls are real bricks that the
user manipulates over a tablet. This line of research has continued in MIT’s
metaDESK system [Ishii and Ullmer, 1997; Ullmer and Ishii, 1997].
Toolglasses and magic lenses [Bier et al., 1993; Bier et al., 1994; Kabbash et al.,
1994] is a desktop metaphor in which the tools are controlled with both hands.
Tools are drawn on a semitransparent palette that is normally moved by rolling
a trackball with the non-preferred hand. A tool or action is selected when the
user clicks through it in an object with a mouse that is used with the preferred
hand. One advantage of this metaphor is that it combines tool selection and tool
activation in a single operation.
A notable two-handed user interface is the T3, introduced by Kurtenbach et
al. [1997]. They presented a GUI paradigm that is based on tablets, two hands,
and transparency, hence the name T3. This paradigm was used in a
sophisticated drawing application. The tools are controlled with two Wacom
tablets that both have a puck that senses rotation in addition to their position.
Hinckley et al. [1997a; 1997b; 1998a] have developed a bimanual interface in
which a doll is used to control neurosurgical visualization. They found that two
hands provide more than just time savings over one-handed manipulation. Two
hands together provide sufficient perceptual cues to form a frame of reference
that is independent of visual feedback.
Multimodal user interfaces based on two-handed gestures and speech input
were mentioned in the previous chapter. An early prototype was implemented
by Bolt and Herranz [1992]. It also detected gaze direction using an eye tracker.
Commercial systems that use two-handed input have become available
lately. SmartScene [MultiGen, 1999] uses two datagloves and is used for virtual
prototyping. StudioPaint [Alias|Wavefront, 1999] is a digital sketching and
painting system that is based on the T3 metaphor [Kurtenbach et al., 1997]. It is
probable that other systems will emerge when the benefits of multimodal user
interfaces are realized and operating system support for handling parallel input
devices becomes standard with the introduction of the universal serial bus
[USB, 1999] that supports up to 127 concurrent devices.
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3.4. Potential benefits of two-handed interfaces
Two-handed interfaces have potential benefits over one-handed interfaces. As a
special case of multimodal user interfaces, many of the benefits of
multimodality are also present in two-handed interfaces. The main difference to
the general multimodal interfaces is that both devices are manual and thus do
not provide redundant information that many multimodal systems use to
disambiguate recognition errors. However, since the devices are manual,
recognition errors are minimal in any case. Buxton and Myers [1986] found that
two-handed interfaces are natural and efficient when they are used in tasks that
are suitable for them. Zhai et al. [1997] found a clear advantage for two-handed
input device setup compared to one-handed setup because the interface was
less moded.
3.4.1. Two hands are natural
If we think of our everyday tasks, we use our both hands frequently to assist
each other in performing several tasks, for example eating with a fork and a
knife, tying one’s shoelaces or driving a car. In contrast, we use only one mouse
to control the computer.
Buxton and Myers [1986] experimented with using both hands to
accomplish a combined resizing and repositioning task when manipulating
objects in a drawing program. They trained the users so that they used only one
pointing device at a time.  However, 6 of 14 users used both hands in parallel
from their first trial even though this was not suggested by the researchers. In
total, two hands were used in parallel during 40,9% of total time in the trial. The
amount of parallel use shows that using both hands in parallel is natural for the
users. It was also efficient: the time spent in tasks correlated with the parallel
use of both hands.
3.4.2. Two hands are efficient
Buxton and Myers [1986] also had a second task in which the goal was to find
out whether using both hands would gain advantage in speed. The task was to
select words in a word processor and scroll the page to find the next word.
Normally both of these operations, navigation and selecting, are done with the
same pointing device. In this experiment the preferred hand was assigned to
selecting and the non-preferred to scrolling.
The results showed that with experienced users, a group that used both
hands was 15% faster than a group that used only one hand. With beginners the
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difference was even greater: the group that used both hands was 25% faster
than the group that only used one hand. The difference between the novice and
experienced users was smaller with the two-handed interface. With the one-
handed interface, the experienced users were about 85% faster than the novices
were, but with the two-handed interface the difference dropped to 32%. In
addition, the novices that used the two-handed interface were only 12% slower
than the experienced users that used the one-handed interface, and this
difference was not statistically significant.
Dividing navigation and selecting to two hands made all the users perform
better. However, in this task the better performance was not due to the parallel
action of both hands, but a manual benefit of decreased movement time that
was needed to switch between the operations in the one-handed interface.
3.4.3. Two hands are less moded
Zhai et al. [1997] repeated the second task that Buxton and Myers [1986] used.
They applied the same navigate-and-select strategy to Web browsing. The task
was to browse through the Web pages as fast as possible. The pages were
designed so that selecting a link always required scrolling.
The goal of the experiment was to compare a standard mouse, a mouse with
a wheel (Microsoft WheelMouse™), a mouse with an isometric joystick (IBM
TrackPoint III™) and a two-handed mouse and isometric joystick setup. The
standard mouse provided only one input, the others provided two input feeds,
but only the two-handed mouse and joystick setup used both hands and
resembled the input setup in the earlier work [Buxton and Myers, 1986].
The results showed that the two-handed technique was the fastest, but the
mouse with an isometric joystick was almost as fast. However, the mouse with
a wheel was even slower than the standard mouse. It seems that even if the use
of the wheel is intuitive, cognitive demand increased so much that speed
slowed down.
Subjective ratings supported the ordering of devices: the mouse with an
isometric joystick and two-handed interface were clearly the most preferred, the
standard mouse got a slightly positive rating, but the mouse with a wheel got a
clearly negative rating. Zhai et al. state that the devices in two hands do not
need to be same kind of devices in order to perform better and have better
subjective preference.
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3.5. Guidelines for two-handed interaction
A badly designed two-handed interface can be even worse than a normal one-
handed interface. More degrees of freedom require more responsibility from
the system designer. Guidelines for two-handed interaction have thus been
proposed to avoid common mistakes.
Chatty [1994] suggests that there should not be a task in the interface that
demands using both hands. This requirement is based on the fact that some
people may not be able to use their second hand due to disability or another
task, as holding the phone or a cup of coffee. However, if there are methods that
use one or two hands for the same task, these methods should behave in a
similar manner so that the user will not be confused. Chatty also proposes that
natural two-handed interaction is accomplished by applying real-world
metaphors and extending them to work bimanually.
Chatty [1994] presents a comprehensive set of guidelines for two-handed
input. The classification of multimodal user interfaces [Nigay and Coutaz, 1993]
provides a good framework for presenting these guidelines, in which the more
complex interaction technique builds on the simpler techniques. The following
discussion is divided in three classes of two-handed interfaces: independent
interaction, parallel interaction, and combined interaction.
3.5.1. Independent interaction
A simple way to extend one-handed interfaces is to add a second pointing
device that is used in the same way as the first. This technique is only useful
when both devices control their own cursors. The addition of the second
pointing device can speed up interaction in a way similar to the selecting and
scrolling task by Buxton and Myers [1986]. These systems may have a manual
benefit because they require less cursor movement when two actions take place
sequentially. This kind of two-handed interface is also easy to implement,
provided that the system supports two pointing devices.
The second pointing device could also be used for a more complex task,
such as drawing pictures or writing text. However, the precision of the non-
preferred hand is worse and the error-proneness greater than those of the
preferred hand. These disadvantages of the non-preferred hand can partly be
compensated by making the objects large or making the cursor large. The non-
preferred hand may still be slow, but tasks that require less granularity are now
possible for it. However, the real benefits of two-handed interaction are realized
when the two tasks can be performed in parallel.
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3.5.2. Parallel interaction
It is natural for humans to use both hands in parallel. Even though we have not
been taught to do so, we often use our non-preferred hand in secondary tasks
like reaching for a tool that is used with the preferred hand. If two-handed user
interfaces forced a sequential control, their use would be very constrained: it is
not natural for our hands to wait for one another doing nothing when we
perform common tasks in the real world. Thus parallel interaction should be a
required property of two-handed interfaces.
Both hands could also be used in independent but parallel tasks of the same
importance. This kind of interaction is related to specific applications in which
the user is motivated to learn this somewhat more difficult interface. Obvious
examples are flight simulation and computer games. There may also be cases in
which expert users of computing systems would rather learn a little more
difficult way of control if that would result in better efficiency. Normal
computer users will experience two-handed interfaces as natural and efficient
when the actions of both hands are related and combined to achieve a common
goal.
3.5.3. Combined interaction
In the real world we often use both hands to achieve a common goal: for
example, the non-preferred hand holds a nail when the preferred hand uses a
hammer. Another natural use for the non-preferred hand is to support the
preferred hand and provide additional strength in the movement. One example
of this is playing golf.
In traditional user interfaces the second hand is often replaced with a kind
of magic. For example, when we move one end of a line in a drawing editor, the
other is held with an invisible, magic hand. Chatty proposes that this magic
should be disabled when two hands are at work. The non-preferred hand could
hold the other end of the line if it should stay where it is. If the non-preferred
hand were not used, the preferred hand would drag the whole line. He names
this kind of interaction style as “hold-and-pull”. A parallel, but not combined
interaction technique would be to use the non-preferred hand to move one end
of the line at the same time as the preferred hand moves the other.
Another kind of combined two-handed technique can be used in critical
operations. For example, if shutting down the system required selecting a
button with both pointing devices, it is not probable that this would happen by
accident. To be accepted, this kind of dual clicking would require the other click
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to occur within a certain time, as is the case in double clicking. However, this
time interval should probably be longer than with a double-click. This kind of
confirmation technique has actually been used for years in common cassette
and video recorders that often require the play button to be pressed at the same
time as the record button.
Chatty’s guidelines are very general and do not give specific
recommendations on two-handed interaction techniques for a given task. Two-
handed interaction is a much smaller domain than more general multimodal
interaction. However, the questions presented in the previous chapter are valid
for two-handed interfaces as well: we do not have a thorough understanding of
when and where to use two-handed interfaces, which input devices to use in a
given system, and which interaction techniques to apply. Many research papers
that were presented in this chapter give suggestions of tasks that benefit from
two-handed interaction. The publications that belong to this dissertation aim
partly at advancing this knowledge.
3.6. Summary
This chapter summarized earlier research in two-handed interaction, and
presented psychological theories and empirical results that help in designing
two-handed user interfaces. There are many tasks in which two-handed
interfaces have been found beneficial, such as resizing an object while it is
moved [Buxton and Myers, 1986], understanding three-dimensional
manipulation [Krueger, 1983; Hinckley et al., 1997ab, 1998a] and using the
second hand for a less detailed task [Kabbash et al., 1994]. Chatty [1994]
provides guidelines for two-handed interaction, but there is not a general
understanding of the tasks that would benefit from two-handed input.
Empirical results and psychological theories help in deciding when to consider
these interfaces. Because we do not have a thorough understanding of two-
handed interaction, it is essential that the systems are evaluated empirically
when these interfaces are designed and implemented.
Two-handed interfaces have been found to be faster and easier to use than
conventional interfaces that are based on one mouse and a keyboard. However,
these benefits are only realized if two-handed interfaces are designed well. A
generic result is that the actions of both hands need to be related to the same
task. If they are not, manual control requires much more cognitive resources,
and will be more difficult and most likely slower than in normal one-handed
interfaces.
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4. Multimodal interaction techniques
This chapter summarizes the research papers on multimodal interaction
techniques that belong to this dissertation. Often the concept of an interaction
technique is assumed to be self-evident. Most researchers who discuss these
techniques do not define the concept at all. A definition by Robert Jacob [1993]
is by no means exhaustive, but in my opinion it captures the essence of the
concept of an interaction technique well:
“An interaction technique represents an abstraction of some common
class of interactive task, for example, choosing one of several objects
shown on a display screen. Research in this area studies the primitive
elements of human-computer dialogues, which apply across a wide
variety of individual applications.”
Foley et al. [1990] have described an interaction technique as a way of using
a physical input device to perform a generic task in a human-computer
dialogue. Both of these definitions state that an interaction technique is a way to
carry out an interactive task. The interaction techniques can be used as building
blocks for new kinds of user interfaces.
The papers present three different cases of multimodal interaction
techniques:
1. The alignment stick: an interaction technique for object alignment in
drawing programs and diagram editors. This tool is based on direct
manipulation and two-handed input. The goal was to build a tool that
would be both intuitive and efficient to use.
2. An alternative way of drawing: a group of tools that offer an alternative for
manipulating splines or other mathematical structures in drawing
programs. This new way of drawing offers a different point of view in
creating object-oriented drawings.
3. Touchscreen interaction techniques combined with speech recognition: several
selection techniques were implemented in a multimodal kiosk prototype
that is used with touchscreen and speech recognition. Three techniques
used pressure detection, one was time-based, and one was based on
direct manipulation.
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Two research prototypes were implemented to carry out research in these
subjects. R2-Draw is an object-oriented drawing program that implements the
alignment stick and our alternative way of drawing. It is controlled with two-
handed input. Touch’n’Speak is a multimodal kiosk prototype that uses many
modalities for both input and output. Thus, a large part of this dissertation was
constructive research.
Several empirical studies were performed to evaluate the usefulness of these
new interaction techniques. In total, almost 100 users performed typically a one-
hour session in evaluating one of the interaction techniques. The details of each
study are explained in the following papers.
4.1. A new direct manipulation technique for aligning objects in
drawing programs
The first paper [Raisamo and Räihä, 1996] describes the iterative design of a
new direct manipulation tool for alignment tasks. This tool, the alignment stick,
replaces the alignment commands that the user usually selects from pull-down
menus or tool palettes. The design process was constructive and involved
informal and empirical testing in different stages of the tool development.
The design of the tool started with a careful consideration of the metaphor
for the tool. We selected the ruler as the metaphor for the alignment tool. If the
user pushes objects with this tool, the objects are aligned with a single gesture,
and the alignment is animated in real time when the tool is used. Figure 12
shows how three ovals are aligned by their bottom sides when the alignment
stick is moved upwards.
Figure 12. Aligning three ovals by their bottom sides with the alignment
stick.
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The user can select any combination of alignment points that are the active
points that the stick grabs during the alignment. This way the stick can also
align the objects by their center points, or can even do more complex tasks as
aligning the top of one object to the center of the others (Figure 13).
Figure 13. Using the alignment stick to align the top of the rectangle to the
center of the ovals.
The alignment stick is controlled with a two-handed user interface, in which
a mouse is used to control the position of the tool with the preferred hand and a
large trackball is used to control the length of the tool or rotation angle of the
tool with the non-preferred hand. Because these properties are related to the
same tool, and can be changed in parallel, they are a case of combined
interaction [Chatty, 1994] which is the class of tasks that is the most suitable for
two-handed interfaces.
The two-handed control of our interaction techniques [Raisamo and Räihä,
1996; Raisamo, 1999a; 1999b] has been designed keeping in mind the
psychological studies and empirical results presented above. They are another
example of using two hands in an integrated manner to control interactive
tools. Both hands provide continuous input feeds that are combined in a single
action.
4.2. Design and evaluation of the alignment stick
The main topic of the second paper [Raisamo and Räihä, 1999] is an empirical
comparison between command-based alignment tools and the alignment stick.
We compared alignment menus, tool palettes and the alignment stick in
different alignment tasks. Twenty-two users took part in the main experiment
and permormed several tasks with all three alignment methods. This study
showed that we were able to create a tool that is intuitive for the users.
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However, the design was not without problems. When the alignment points
were needed with overlapping objects, the tool became hard to use. This was
because the user needed to switch between different tools and arrange the
objects in depth order to be able to select alignment points of all needed objects.
We noticed that the alignment stick was especially useful with non-
overlapping objects and in tasks that are needed in all diagram editors. The
most complex task that involved overlapping objects did not suit well for the
evaluated alignment stick. This kind of task would not be common in diagram
editors, but is a basic task in object-oriented drawing programs.
In general, the tool palette performed best and was preferred by the users.
The menu was the least preferred alignment method and produced most
orientation errors when the user selected an alignment command. An
interesting result was that there were no statistically significant differences in
execution time between the palette and the menu. In addition, there were no
statistically significant differences in the accuracy of the three alignment
methods.
Robbins et al. [1999] also compared a tool similar to our alignment stick to
standard alignment commands. They mentioned that the majority of the
subjects in a small study found the tool more "natural". They also found that the
tool required less mouse movement and dragging than the standard tools.
4.3. An alternative way of drawing
An alternative way of drawing was developed by extending the stick metaphor
that was used in the alignment stick. The third paper [Raisamo, 1999a] explains
a set of direct manipulation tools that can be used in creative drawing. The goal
was to offer an alternative to manipulating splines and other mathematical
structures that are not at all clear for an average user as noted in previous work
[Baudel, 1994; Fowler, 1992; Gross and Do, 1996; Qin and Terzopoulos, 1995;
Terzopoulos et al., 1987].
The new tools were the carving stick, the shrinking stick, the cutting stick
and the rotating stick. The tools can be used to sculpt objects in two dimensions.
The major difference between this alternative way of drawing and common
drawing programs is the interaction style. With current object-oriented
programs, the user usually builds drawings from many separate pieces. With
this alternative way of drawing, one or more large blocks are first drawn on
screen, after which the user starts sculpting them. Of course, the user can make
as many objects as he or she wants at any time, but still this paradigm shifts
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focus from composing a drawing from small pieces to manually sculpting
different forms.
In a proof-of-concept evaluation, six users tested the new tools and
produced some drawings. The users succeeded in drawing a variety of different
forms within a very short time (15 - 30 minutes). All the tools were controlled in
the same way as the alignment stick, and were thus based on two-handed
interaction. The controls had been fine-tuned after our initial paper [Raisamo
and Räihä, 1996].
The controls are presented in Figure 14 using the Petri net model by
Hinckley et al. [1998b], see section 3.2. As can be seen, when the left mouse
button is pressed the tools are always in one of the combined input modes, S2np
or R2np, and this mode is selected with the middle mouse button. S denotes
changing the size of the tool and R denotes rotating the tool. The right mouse
button that allows emulating the trackball with the mouse has been left out of
this model, since it is not used in normal conditions.
1
x,y
R2
x,y
x,y
x,y
Left button down
Left button up
x,y
Middle button down
Middle button up
S2
x,y
x,y
Left button down Left button up Left button down Left button up
Middle button down
Middle button up
np np
n
n
p
S1 R1
Figure 14. A Petri net model of the revised controls of all stick tools.
4.4. An empirical study of how to use input devices to control
tools in drawing programs
The fourth paper [Raisamo, 1999b] presents an empirical evaluation on using
five different controlling methods for stick-shaped direct manipulation tools.
The different methods were (1) a mouse, (2) a mouse and a keyboard, (3) a
mouse and a trackball, (4) a touchpad and a keyboard, and (5) a touchscreen
and a keyboard. In total, twenty-nine users tried all five different input methods
and compared them by filling in an evaluation form. Quantitative information
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was collected automatically in the research prototype. We recorded the number
of alignment operations and time for each operation. We also recorded the exact
positions of three sample rectangles that the users were asked to align to a
specific position at the end of each evaluation session.
The subjective ratings showed a clear preference for the two-handed mouse
and trackball method. The other mouse-controlled methods were rated the next
best. The touchscreen and touchpad did not receive good ratings because they
were not as easy to control as the mouse-based methods. The users did notice
that the touchscreen was the most direct input method, but would also have
expected dragging to be as easy and accurate as it is with the mouse.
There were no statistically significant differences in the accuracy of input
methods in the measured positioning task when we compared the final
positions. The amount of operations was about the same in all three mouse-
based methods, over twice as great with the touchpad method, and about four
times as great with the touchscreen method. However, the average length of a
single operation was clearly the shortest with the touchscreen setup. The users
reported accidental loosening of touch when performing touch operations,
which caused the short average length and the large number of operations. The
evaluation gave support for two-handed interaction, but did not support using
a touchscreen to control direct manipulation tools.
4.5. A multimodal user interface for public information kiosks
The fifth paper [Raisamo, 1998] presents Touch’n’Speak, a multimodal information
kiosk framework that responds to both touch and speech input. Touch input is
used in several ways: the user can touch large on-screen buttons, touchable lists,
or make a selection in a picture by using different touch-based area selection
gestures. The user has always an option to speak the same alternatives. In
addition, speech is used to support touch in area selection techniques.
Figure 15 presents a high-level model of the Touch’n’Speak system. This
model is a simplified version of the general model in Figure 4 (section 2.2). The
input modalities have been divided in three categories: touch position, touch
pressure, and speech input. The output media are speech, graphics, text and
sound, or auditive and visual modalities. I have left “plan recognition and
generation” out of the interaction management section, since Touch’n’Speak is
quite simple a system and does not apply any artificial intelligence algorithms.
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Figure 15. A high-level model of the Touch'n'Speak system.
The application interface is in practice the specialization interface of this
object-oriented white-box framework. This framework was used to implement a
multimodal restaurant information system that has information on restaurants
that are situated in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The structure of the framework
is explained in the paper using this example application.
4.6. Evaluating touch-based selection techniques in a public
information kiosk
In the last paper [Raisamo, 1999c] I report on an empirical study in which 23
users tested our multimodal kiosk prototype [Raisamo, 1998]. I found that
pressure-sensitive techniques offer a possible alternative to the other techniques
that were based on time and direct manipulation. Still, pressure-sensitive
techniques are similar to two-handed techniques in that they require very
careful designing. It may not be obvious for the user that the screen detects
pressure in addition to basic touch if that is not visible. People may also have
difficulties in controlling the touch pressure accurately.
The time-based selection technique was the most intuitive for the users and
received the best subjective ratings. The direct manipulation technique was
rated the second, but it required the longest time to understand how it works.
One pressure-based technique was almost as good as the direct manipulation
technique, but two others were rated clearly the worst.
The users strongly preferred multimodal interaction to interacting with only
one modality. Touch was the more preferred modality if used as the only input
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modality. This was partly because speech recognition did not work well with all
the users that were non-native English speakers. Still, the users had a very
positive attitude towards speech. Without exception they commented in a
related interview that they would like to use speech and that it would be useful
if it worked well.
There are not many published experiments on the use of public information
kiosks. In an earlier study on information kiosks Salomon [1990] analyzed
CHI’89 InfoBooth kiosks that were built using an Apple Macintosh computer,
Hypercard software and a mouse as the only input device. She describes an
incremental design process that was used to build the system. Her results can
be applied to touch-based interaction since the interaction style was similar to
ours: a mouse was used as the only input device and it was used to select items
on screen.
4.7. Summary
The two research prototypes that were constructed represent the two different
categories of multimodal systems that were presented in section 2.1. R2-Draw
clearly follows the computer as a tool paradigm and uses two-handed
interaction to enhance direct manipulation with novel drawing tools. In
contrast, Touch’n’Speak is a conversational system that is based on computer as a
dialogue partner paradigm. While R2-Draw is a pure example of its paradigm
requiring the user to initiate all operations, Touch’n’Speak also provides the
user with direct manipulation techniques in addition to the conversational
interface. This makes it a mixed-initiative system that has lately been a common
research approach in many speech recognition systems.
The research papers presented in this chapter suggest new interaction
techniques for two-handed input in desktop systems and multimodal input in
public information kiosks. The alignment stick has been found to perform well
in its basic use. The alternative way of drawing frees the user from
manipulating control points in object-oriented drawing programs. While the
main goals of these interaction techniques were accomplished, there is still
room for future improvements.
Our information kiosk framework allows speech and touch input. The new
pressure-sensitive selection techniques did not yet perform as well as the time-
based and direct manipulation selection technique, but pressure-sensing is still
an interesting input channel and may result in efficient interaction techniques in
later studies. Now that we have determined the intuitiveness of these selection
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techniques, the proper help information can be added and changes in their
speed and other parameters can be done.
Different kinds of contributions are present in the discussed work. First,
new interaction techniques were presented for certain tasks. Second, two-
handed and multimodal interaction were successfully used to control these
interaction techniques. Third, we found out how the selected input devices
performed with these interaction techniques. Fourth, we got other empirical
results on the use of the two constructed prototypes. In respect to my urging in
section 2.6 that we need to understand multimodal interaction better, we can
see that my results only partly answer the last three questions that I presented.
Even though I have taken earlier empirical results and psychological theories
into account, it is not possible for me to claim that the best modalities, input
devices, and interaction techniques were found for the given systems and tasks.
In the next chapter I present ways to further develop the interaction
techniques that were presented here, and other development that is possible
when continuing this line of research. Some of that work is already under
development.
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5. Further research
In this chapter I discuss the consequences and new developments of the work
that was presented in the research papers. I propose possible applications for
the presented interaction techniques and suggest future improvements that
could be made in each group of techniques.
5.1. Alignment tools
Chatty [1994] suggested that there might be cases in which the expert users of
computing systems would rather learn a little more difficult way of control if
that would result in better efficiency.  Our results in the second paper [Raisamo
and Räihä, 1999] seem to support this since the experts appreciated most the
advanced functionality of the alignment stick that required controlling the
alignment points.
The trackball was found to perform well when used with the non-preferred
hand. In the second paper [Raisamo and Räihä, 1999] the users gave high
subjective ratings for using the trackball, and in the fourth paper [Raisamo,
1999b] it was preferred to other input device configurations. The two-handed
mouse and trackball setup was also found to perform among the best. Bier et al.
[1993] have also used the trackball to control toolglasses and magic lenses with
the non-dominant hand.
Still, there is need for a further study in which the users could use the
alignment tools to align parts of a large diagram in a diagram editor. This kind
of interaction incorporates zooming and panning as two of the main tasks since
a large diagram can not be presented clearly in a small screen. Zooming and
panning are especially suitable for the non-preferred hand, and could be
implemented by using the trackball buttons that were not used. However, it is
possible that the increased complexity requires a separate zooming and
panning tool.
The alignment stick was found to be intuitive in its basic functionality in
[Raisamo and Räihä, 1999]. There are still some issues in its design that can be
further developed and other similar tools can be constructed. They are
discussed in this section.
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5.1.1. Alternative shapes for alignment tools
The alignment stick is an example of a group of possible alignment tools.
Different forms of tools can be envisioned for different tasks. Figure 16 shows a
curve-shaped alignment tool that is present in our new Java-based
implementation that is currently under development. One example of using the
curve-shaped alignment tool in an ER diagram editor is to align the properties
(ovals) around an entity (rectangle) in a nice round shape.
Figure 16. A curve-shaped alignment tool in a new Java implementation.
5.1.2. Making alignment points and grouping more intuitive
The largest problem with the alignment stick was found to be the need to select
alignment points and group the objects in more complex alignment tasks
[Raisamo and Räihä, 1999]. Even though these features allow added
functionality to the present drawing systems, they also made the tool less
intuitive for the users.
Alignment points need to be selected in some way to allow other alignments
than aligning by the border. Grouping is needed when some part of the
drawing already is in the intended alignment. It is also needed when a group of
objects is aligned to other objects since a group has its own alignment points.
However, it should be noted that grouping is also needed with the conventional
alignment commands when they are used in similar alignment tasks.
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One way to make grouping easier would be to add intelligence in the
interface so that grouping could be done automatically in some situations. Then
the user would not need to switch to the pointer tool and group the objects, but
the objects would be instantly grouped. A promising grouping technique can be
to create automatic grouping constraints when the tool is used to align objects.
For example, if some objects are aligned by their center points, it is probable
that the users want to keep them that way. However, this automatic grouping
should have a different status than the explicit grouping command. Automatic
groups should be presented with a different screen presentation, and it should
be possible to override them easily if the user wants to align this inductive
group in a new way. I got the idea for this kind of grouping from a paper by
Olsen and Deng [1996] in which they applied inductive groups in a drawing
package which was used to draw diagrams.
The handling of overlapping objects has been made easier in the new Java
prototype. All opaque objects are made transparent during the alignment
operations. Therefore, if a smaller object is accidentally hidden behind a larger
one, it can still be seen and manipulated. We have also made it easier to change
the depth order of overlapping objects. If the pointer tool or the alignment point
tool is selected, the middle mouse button cycles through the overlapping
objects.  This feature should make setting alignment points easier since there is
no need to switch to the pointer tool to get a hidden object on top of another.
5.1.3. Bridging the virtual and physical worlds
A growing trend in human-computer interaction is bridging the virtual and
physical worlds. There are promising research opportunities for using more
physical tools to control the virtual tools that are drawn on screen.
We could build a more concrete user interface in which the tools would
really be physical tools and not indirectly controlled virtual representations of
physical tools. Fitzmaurice and Buxton [1997] have used touch tablets to
implement such tools.  Until now our two-handed tools have been controlled
indirectly with two pointing devices – still based on direct manipulation. Even
though the tools follow the principles laid by Shneiderman [1982; 1983] we can
envision more direct ways to control these tools. We could use a real ruler that
the system would detect with some sensor or machine vision technology.
Electrical field sensing [Zimmerman et al., 1995] is another possible option, but I
would prefer other solutions, because not all people are likely to accept electric
current – even a very weak one – to be conducted through them. This approach
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follows the principles that Fitzmaurice et al. [1995] suggested for graspable user
interfaces.
Using physical tools makes the interface more direct, but this approach has
its own problems. One design decision is the arrangement of the display:
should the screen space and input space be the same or should they be
separated. My results [Raisamo, 1999b] suggest that the users would have liked
the directness of the touchscreen had it been less error-prone. Better ergonomics
and less hand fatigue may be gained by using touchscreens that are mounted in
horizontal or tilted LCD displays. With all techniques that have the screen space
and input space merged there are problems when the tool or a hand occludes a
part of the screen. However, if the input device and screen are separated, some
amount of directness is lost even if the input device, for example a graphics
tablet, is used in an absolute mode, which means mapping the tablet surface
directly to the screen.
5.2. Two-dimensional sculpting metaphor
Two-dimensional sculpting metaphor was found to be plausible in a user
evaluation [Raisamo, 1999a]. The new direct manipulation tools presented in
this dissertation were all straight sticks. We have envisioned other forms of
tools that would be useful: curved tools, sharp-ended or round-ended tools and
free-form objects as sculpting tools.
Figure 17 shows another screenshot of the new Java implementation of R2-
Draw. There a cheese-shaped object has been selected as a sculpting tool that is
rotated and is going to be used to cut the mushroom. There are many different
sculpting tools in the tool palette of which the free-form sculpting tool is
currently selected. With the free-form sculpting tool, any object on screen can be
selected as the sculpting tool that can be resized and rotated. The tools with a
minus sign cut the objects like the earlier carving stick [Raisamo, 1999a]. The
tools with a plus sign add to the objects as if the sculptor added clay in the
sculpting process. Different forms of tools have been provided to speed up
using the most common tool shapes.
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Figure 17. The new Java implementation allows arbitrary carving tools.
5.3. Touchscreen selection techniques
The different touchscreen selection techniques that were presented in [Raisamo,
1999c] can be applied in public kiosks. In addition, area selections are often
needed in conventional desktop environments, and these techniques can also be
used in them if the computers are equipped with touchscreens. However, the
fatigue that a vertical touchscreen causes in extensive use is a problem unless
the screen is mounted in a tilted orientation.
Touch-based techniques can also be applied to other touch-based input
devices, like touchpads and touch tablets. These devices do not have display
capabilities, but the selection techniques do not necessarily require that. Many
touchpads and touch tablets recognize touch pressure with some accuracy.
There are many potential applications in using touch pressure to something
other than just defining the width of the pen in drawing programs, as in
Wacom’s PenTools plug-in drawing tools [Wacom, 1999].
Several suggestions for selection techniques were discovered during the
experiment that was described in [Raisamo, 1999c]. A two-handed selection
technique was mentioned in the paper. We would have implemented it before
the experiment if the hardware had allowed for it. The other three may be taken
into account in the future development of our system. They are multi-fingered
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selection techniques, tapping selection techniques, and encircling techniques
that are described next.
Closely resembling two-handed selection techniques, multi-fingered
selection techniques also require that the screen detects many simultaneous
touch points. Some of our test users proposed a selection technique in which
each finger could point at a different area that needs to be selected at the same
time as the others. The selection area could not be very large since its size is
limited by the size of the user’s hand. This technique sounds interesting and can
be tested when touchscreens and their drivers will detect many touch points.
As many as nine users tried repetitive poking of the map. This hindered
their understanding on the tested selection techniques since all of them required
continuous touching. The main argument for using tapping was that it’s the
way the other parts of the screen, like buttons and list box items, are selected.
One simple idea that has been suggested is encircling an area by drawing its
boundaries with a finger. This should be intuitive, but it requires longitudinal
and continuous pressing on screen, and is not convenient for many users as we
found in another user evaluation [Raisamo, 1999b]. The screen that we used
requires so much pressure that it is not very nice to press the finger on screen
and move it for a longer time.
Lastly, different areas may need to be selected at the same time. Now that
we have tested each selection technique in making single selections, a
mechanism needs to be added to combine many selections. This mechanism can
be quite trivial such as selecting several objects with the pointer tool when the
shift button is pressed. Speech commands could be used in this task, but they
should not be the only option, since sometimes speech recognition does not
work reliably.
5.4. Enhanced multimodality
As noted in Chapter 2, there is an abundance of possibilities to build
multimodal interfaces. The two-handed drawing program prototype and the
multimodal kiosk prototype make use of some of them. Both systems can be
augmented with new interaction modalities that may make them perform better
and may allow the system to figure out when the user needs guidance with
some operations. Here I discuss some modalities that could be added in these
systems.
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5.4.1. Feet in desktop interfaces
The two-handed interfaces can be enhanced in many ways. One way to increase
the bandwidth between the user and the computer is to make use of feet.
Clearly, the feet are not as accurate and sophisticated as our hands, but a
secondary function may well be assigned to a foot. They can act in a way as our
third and fourth hand which are even less accurate than the non-preferred hand
and twice as slow as the hands [Hoffmann, 1991]. Most people can drive a car
and use both hands and feet when driving. This is possible because the feet
have very simple and constrained tasks. Something like pressing a gas pedal
can well be integrated into multimodal user interfaces.
Feet have already been used in specialized user interfaces like piloting a
military aircraft. Taylor [1989] discusses practical issues that need to be taken
into account when integrating voice, visual and manual transactions. Many
highly interactive games make an efficient use of feet when they simulate car
racing or piloting a military aircraft. These games usually try to mimic their real
counterparts as closely as possible, which is a strong reason for utilizing feet in
their controls. These simulators are, however, closer to virtual reality systems
than multimodal user interfaces.
5.4.2. Machine vision techniques
Information kiosks may make use of many different input modalities. The fifth
paper [Raisamo, 1998] presented a touch and speech based kiosk prototype.
Additional input modalities could be integrated in the system, such as machine
vision and eye tracking. However, they share some of the same problems as
speech in kiosk systems. The users can not be effectively restrained to stay in a
certain place and to look at the screen all the time. Moreover, as reported in
[Christian and Avery, 1998], the problems with crowds and erratic lighting
conditions that were encountered in deploying the Smart Kiosk prototype in
SIGGRAPH ‘97 exhibition suggest that machine vision may not work well in
many practical situations.
It is interesting that the processing power of many current workstations is
enough for using some basic machine vision techniques. Recently, many
inexpensive and still powerful video cameras have appeared in the market to
support teleconferencing. With appropriate software these cameras can be
applied to sense the user in desktop environments and provide complementary
input for other input devices. The real advantage of using machine vision is that
it is totally seamless: it does not require anything from the user. The system can
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monitor the user and interpret input that can disambiguate other inputs or give
hints of the user’s mental state. For example, if a user is frustrated, we should
probably offer some kind of help in using the system. Machine vision can also
be used to detect whether the user is present, and to adapt the interface
accordingly.
5.5. Summary
We have just begun exploring the great possibilities that multimodal user
interfaces have to offer to the current way of computing.  This chapter
introduced enhancements to the published interaction techniques along with
ways to use other modalities to provide additional input in these interfaces.
New tools and tool shapes have been described for other tasks that are similar
to tasks in the earlier work [Raisamo and Räihä, 1996; Raisamo, 1999a]. The
Java-based prototype drawing program will later be used in a longitudinal
study of drawing with the proposed alternative way of drawing.
The techniques are successful only if the users accept them and make use of
them. After receiving the encouraging subjective ratings of the new drawing
tools and making the minor improvements in the new Java prototype we have
released it on the Web [Raisamo et al., 1999]. This gives the users an opportunity
to try it out and give their comments. This large-scale evaluation will
presumably take plenty of time, but should produce long-term results on the
use and acceptance of the new techniques. It should be possible to collect some
log data and subjective evaluations of the tools when voluntary Internet users
try them out.
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6. Conclusions
This work presented a survey of literature on multimodal interaction and two-
handed interaction. Multimodal user interfaces can be seen as the next user
interface paradigm that current powerful computers and better understanding
of human-computer interaction have enabled. Two-handed interfaces as a
special case of multimodal interfaces allow the user more degrees of freedom
when controlling the computer. However, it is very important that different
modalities and both hands are used in a way that is natural for the users. Each
modality has its own strengths and weaknesses. We currently know quite little
of which modalities to combine, when to build multimodal user interfaces and
how to use the selected modalities to design an interaction technique for a given
task. There is plenty of inter-disciplinary research that needs to be done by
specialists of human-computer interaction and psychology to resolve these
questions.
The two main contributions of this work are the description of constructive
research that was carried out to design and implement multimodal interaction
techniques, and the evaluation of the new interaction techniques. The presented
techniques were implemented in two research prototypes, an object-oriented
drawing program R2-Draw and a public information kiosk framework
Touch’n’Speak. Several multimodal interaction techniques were presented for
aligning objects, sculpting drawings and making touch-based selections with
spoken commands in public information kiosks. The new two-handed direct
manipulation tools aimed at making certain operations in drawing programs
more intuitive and yet efficient for the users. The touch-based and pressure-
based area selection techniques were presented as a part of the multimodal
information kiosk framework.
Four empirical studies of the new interaction techniques were presented. In
one of the studies [Raisamo and Räihä, 1999] we compared the alignment stick
[Raisamo and Räihä, 1996] to the conventional palette and menu based
alignment commands. In the next study we evaluated the alternative way of
drawing that is used to sculpt drawings in two dimensional drawing programs
[Raisamo, 1999a]. Five different ways to control these tools were compared in
another study [Raisamo, 1999b]. It provided evidence for our design decision to
choose a two-handed interface that is controlled with a mouse and a large
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trackball. The last evaluation [Raisamo, 1999c] compared five different ways to
make area selections on touchscreens using time, pressure and direct
manipulation. The evaluation was done using the multimodal public
information kiosk prototype [Raisamo, 1998].
In Chapter 5 I discussed the practical consequences of the empirical studies
and proposed improvements that can be made in the techniques that were
presented. Some of these improvements were already under development and
described in that chapter. Going beyond the limits of current user interfaces
suggests many new research opportunities. Real-world tools could be used to
bridge the physical and virtual worlds and make the graphical operations even
more direct and tangible than they are with the best direct manipulation
interfaces. Many recognition technologies, like speech recognition, machine
vision, and eye tracking may be used to enhance public kiosks and desktop user
interfaces.
Multimodal interaction is becoming more common as our understanding of
its design grows better and new specialized interaction devices become
inexpensive enough to allow mass-market production of multimodal user
interfaces. Two-handed interfaces using two pointing devices are possible to
implement with all current personal computers if the support for handling
parallel input is implemented in software. With the recent introduction of
Universal Serial Bus accessories and parallel input device architectures that are
actively developed to enable highly interactive arcade games, the prerequisites
for multimodal user interfaces are soon available in all modern personal
computers. Then the software companies should become interested in
leveraging the possibilities that multimodal user interfaces can offer for human-
computer interaction. At that stage we should be able to provide guidelines for
designing and implementing multimodal user interfaces. Otherwise, this
promising opportunity of human-computer interaction may not be realized
outside research laboratories.
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